
Thank you for using our company's Higlow products. Before installing and using this product, please 
read the instructions carefully to ensure that you fully understand the instructions to avoid unnecessary 
damage. Before unpacking and using, please check whether the product has caused damage during 
transportation. If there is damage, please immediately think about our after-sales feedback.

7‘’ HALO RING

Power: 7W
Color: Chasing
Voltage: 12V
Rating: IP67
Type: 5050SMD Chasing
Size: 7”

ACCESSORIES

BEFORE USING

PRODUCT INFORMATIONS

MOUNTING INSTRUCTION

PRODUCT INSTRUCTION
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 Halo ring  X 2
100’’ extension wire  X 1

145’’ extension wire  X 1
Higlow 4 zones controller  X 1
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Input Voltage 12V DC（9～24V） Controller
Maximum Load

12A 
(3A per zone, 4 zones total)



Step 1 Test components before installation  Connect the controller to the switch, connect the 
7’’ halo rings  to the controller, and then connect the switch harness to the 12V power supply. Press 
the controller switch button     open the app      pair the bluetooth      test the halo rings.

Step 2  Controller installation Place the controller around the main driver's seat is suggested. Connect the 
driving, braking, and steering wires on the controller to the corresponding automobile wiring harness assembly. Pass the 
switch wires through the engine compartment then connect with the positive and negative of battery. (Note: This step 
should be performed by relevant professionals).

Step 3  Extensive wire installation Take one 100’’and one 145’’ extension wires  to connect to the 2 ports of 
the controller. The 100’’ extension wire pass through the left side of the engine compartment to connect zone 1 and 145’’ 
extension wire from the right to connect zone 2 .

Step 4  Install the halo ring Remove the headlights > embed the halo rings to the headlights and make sure 
they fit in perfectly> connect the halo rings with the extension wires > install the headlight to orignal place.

MOUNTING STEPS

First, please make sure your phone has downloaded and installed the Higlow APP.
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WHITE - Brake
YELLOW - Right
BLACK - Left

RED - Positive

BLACK - Negative

Controller Switch

7‘’ Halo Ring


